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The effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement on an
interior sound field in a room
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In this paper we study the effect of periodically arranged sound absorptive strips on the mean
acoustic potential energy density distribution of a room. The strips are assumed to be attached on the
room’s surface of interest. In order to determine their effect, the mean acoustic potential energy
density variation is evaluated as the function of a ratio of the strip’s arrangement period to
wavelength. The evaluation demonstrates that the mean acoustic potential energy density tends to
converge. In addition, a comparison with a case in which absorptive materials completely cover the
selected absorptive plane shows that a periodic arrangement that uses only half of the absorptive
material can be more efficient than a total covering, unless the frequency of interest does not
coincide with the room’s resonant frequencies. Consequently, the results prove that the ratio of the
arrangement period to the wavelength plays an important role in the effectiveness of a periodic
absorptive strip arrangement to minimize a room’s mean acoustic potential energy density. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1852547#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Dt, 43.55.Ka@MK # Pages: 763–770
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much research has been performed regarding how
size and arrangement of absorptive materials affect so
absorption. Parkinson1 measured the absorption coefficien
of absorptive materials in different patterns and different
rangements. His experiments showed that there is a m
mum effective spacing that depends on a wavelength; lon
waves appear to have a wider spatial influence. He expla
that this is mainly because of diffraction. Sabine2 also no-
ticed this diffraction effect. He noted that there is some d
crepancy between what is predicted based on reverbera
assumptions and what is actually measured, and showed
a localized absorption often produces this discrepancy du
diffraction. Chrisler3 experimentally studied the effect of th
size of the sample on the absorption coefficient meas
ment. His experiments show that the measured absorp
coefficient of a small sample is greater than the coefficien
a large sample, and the measured absorption coefficient
verges as the sample size increases. Ramer4 experimentally
studied the effect of varying the width of an absorbing st
and the effect of its location in a reverberation chamber.
concluded that the narrower the strip, the greater the abs
tion coefficient. Harris5 reported that absorption character
tics vary, depending on where absorptive patches are pla
He experimentally showed that absorption is greatest if

a!All correspondences must be sent to Yang-Hann K
~yanghannkim@kaist.ac.kr!
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patches are placed where the pressure is greatest. Inves
tions on sound absorption by patches~or strips! conducted by
Pellam,6 Levitas and Lax,7 Cook,8 and Northwood, Geisaru
and Medcof9 had similar conclusions. These studies show
analytically that as the absorption coefficient increases,
absorptive patch~or strip! is made smaller. Daniel10 experi-
mentally showed that not only does absorption increase
portional to the size of the absorptive material, but also t
its edges tend to be longer. Mechel11,12 used an iterative
method and variational formulation7,13 to construct two ap-
proximate solutions to evaluate absorption for finite-siz
absorbers. With the approximate solutions, he built expr
sions for the radiation impedance of the absorbing strip
rectangles. Thomasson14 derived a general statement abo
the absorption of a locally reacting patch with an arbitra
shape. He evaluated the pressure on the absorber by u
the variational principle, and then constructed a new stat
cal absorption coefficient of which the magnitude is alwa
less than 1. The absorption coefficient, instead of using in
dent power related to the infinite absorber, is defined as
ratio between absorbed and available power.

Especially important to this research are the studies
Bruijn,15,16 Takahashi,17 and Mechel18 that investigated the
effect of periodically arranged absorptive materials on sou
reduction and analytically evaluated excess absorption p
erties by considering both a periodically absorbing unev
surface and a flat surface. Takahashi’s experimental re
763763/8/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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complemented analytical evaluations for the periodic
sorber on the flat surface. Mechel,18 by introducing Hartree
harmonics to distinguish the scattered field from the perio
absorbers, evaluated the absorption, the reflection coeffic
the directivity and field pressure patterns of various surfac
such as plates with periodic grooves filled with absorber m
terial, empty grooves with an absorbing ground, and pe
rated covers on porous absorbers. In these studies, Br
Takahashi, and Mechel18 assume that the extensions of t
absorbers are infinite. Holmberg, Hammer, and Nilsso19

used a variational formulation to evaluate the combined
sorption characteristics of a finite-size absorber of arbitr
shape with subareas that are arranged in a specific patter
a result, in their study, separating the subareas increase
statistical absorption coefficient, which is a function of bo
the surface impedance of the absorbers and the radiation
pedance. They verified their evaluation by a comparison w
the measurement result.

These previous researches mainly studied how the
sorption of a surface varies due to the shape and arrange
of the absorptive material. However, they did yet explore
understand how the arrangement affects the acoustic po
tial energy density of an enclosure. In this paper we see
address this important practical consideration. This stud
theoretical result indicates how the sound absorptive mate
can best be arranged to obtain the desired acoustic pote
energy reduction.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective of this study is to investigate the effect
periodic absorptive strip arrangement on an interior so
field. Periodic absorptive strip arrangement on a wall is
picted in Fig. 1. Mathematically, this means that we have
solve a mixed boundary value problem.20 The analytic solu-
tion for a general sound field, which has a mixed bound
condition, cannot be obtained easily. It is significant that
aim is to see the effect of the absorptive strip arrangemen
an acoustic potential energy density, not to find a gen
three-dimensional solution that describes details of the i

FIG. 1. A parallelepiped enclosure of an infinite length in thez direction. On
the plane aty50, absorptive strips of infinite length and widthD/2 are
arranged periodically. The arrangement period is defined asD.
764 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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rior sound field. So, we attempt to use a two-dimensio
analytic solution for studying the relation. Figure 1 shows
parallelepiped enclosure where absorptive strips, with a s
cific acoustic admittanceb of 1, are arranged periodically o
the rigid plane aty50. This specific acoustic admittanceb is
defined as the ratio of the normal particle velocity to t
sound pressure on the absorptive material, timesrc, wherer
is the density andc is the speed of sound. The plane aty
5By vibrates harmonically in a prescribed manner. T
other two vertical planes atx50, Bx are assumed to be rigid
The parallelepiped enclosure’sz-directional length is as-
sumed to be infinite so that the interior sound field does
vary in thez direction. Accordingly, the interior sound fiel
can be considered to be two-dimensional, as depicted in
2.

Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional rectangular enc
sure; there are two rigid sides atx50, Bx : a source side a
y5By , and an absorptive side aty50. The arrangemen
periodD can be written as

D5
Bx

L
, ~1!

where L is the total number of absorptive material strip
Consequently,L is always an integer variable. The width o
the absorptive strip is assumed to beD/2. Therefore, regard-
less ofL, the following relation always holds:

total width o f absorptive strip

Bx
5

1

2
. ~2!

It is noteworthy that the constraint of Eq.~2! essentially pre-
serves the total absorptive material usage, regardless o
riod changes in the absorptive strip’s arrangement. This
ables us to observe the acoustic potential energy den
variation due to theD change.

FIG. 2. Cross sectional view of Fig. 1. The source side aty5By vibrates in
the velocity ofuy5 f (x)ej vt. In this case, there are three absorptive strips
the absorptive plane aty50.
Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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Then let us define dimensionless variables asr̃5r/r0 ,
c̃5c/c0 , p̃5p/r0c0

2, x̃5x/l, ỹ5y/l, B̃x5Bx /l, B̃y

5By /l, k̃5k•l ~i.e., k̃52p), and D̃5D/l, wherec0 and
r0 are phase speed and density of air, respectively. Herc
and r are phase speed and density of air so thatr̃51 and
c̃51. In order to verify the effect of the wavelength on
sound field with a periodic absorptive strip arrangement,
wavelengthl scales every length variable, such as coor
nates and wave number.

Substituting these dimensionless variables into
Helmholtz equation and boundary conditions yield

S ]2

] x̃2
1

]2

] ỹ2
1 k̃2D p̃~ x̃,ỹ!50, ~3!

] p̃

] x̃
50, at x̃50, ~4!

] p̃

] x̃
50, at x̃5B̃x , ~5!

] p̃

] ỹ
5g̃~ x̃!, at ỹ50, ~6a!

where

g̃~ x̃!5H j 2pb p̃, l D̃, x̃<~ l 10.5!D̃, l 50,1,2,...,L,

0, ~ l 10.5!D̃, x̃<~ l 11!D̃, l 50,1,2,...,L,

~6b!

] p̃

] ỹ
52 j 2pr̃ c̃• f̃ ~ x̃!, at ỹ5B̃y , ~7!

where the functionf̃ ( x̃) expresses the dimensionless veloc
that is defined asf̃ ( x̃)5 f ( x̃)/c0 . The function g̃( x̃) de-
scribes the periodic absorptive strip arrangement on the r
side aty50. These dimensionless forms of the governi
equation and boundary conditions completely describe
problem we want to study. The next step is to solve t
mathematical problem and obtain useful information that
provide us with guidelines for obtaining the desired acou
energy reduction by using a periodic sound absorptive s
arrangement.

III. SOLUTION METHOD

A solution that completely describes the enclosure’s
terior sound field can be obtained by summing the mo
functions that satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions
is, however, essential to first get the modal functions.
example, a mixed boundary condition, which is illustrated
Fig. 1, makes it difficult to find normal modes in they direc-
tion. In the following section we explain how to get an a
proximate solution that meets our objectives.

A. Truncated approximate solution

First, we apply the method of separation of variable
Eq. ~3!. This gives the following general solution:
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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p̃~ x̃,ỹ!5~Ce2 j k̃xx̃1Dejk̃xx̃!~Ee2 j k̃yỹ1Fejk̃yỹ!, ~8!

where C, D, E, F are arbitrary constants. The propagati
constantsk̃x and k̃y satisfy the following relation:

k̃x
21 k̃y

25 k̃2, ~9!

where the dimensionless wave number isk̃52p.
The homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, on

sides of x50 and x5Bx , determines the eigenvalue an
eigenfunctions in thex direction; substituting Eq.~8! for p̃ in
Eqs.~4! and ~5! gives the following eigenvalues:

k̃xn5
np

B̃x

, n50,1,2,... . ~10!

The corresponding eigenfunctions are

fn~ x̃!5en cos~ k̃xnx̃!, n50,1,2,..., ~11a!

where

en5H 1, n50,

A2, n51,2,3,... .
~11b!

Therefore, the general solution~8! can be rewritten as

p̃~ x̃,ỹ!5 (
n50

`

fn~x!~Ene2 j k̃ynỹ1Fnejk̃ynỹ!, ~12a!

where

k̃xn
2 1 k̃yn

2 5~2p!2. ~12b!

Becausep̃( x̃,ỹ), given by Eq.~12!, always satisfies the
governing equation~3! and the rigid boundary conditions a
x̃50 and x̃5B̃x , all that remains is to find the unknow
coefficientsEn and Fn that satisfy the boundary condition
ỹ50 andỹ5B̃y , respectively. It is noteworthy that we hav
to somehow limit our summation of Eq.~12! to a finite num-
ber N. This can be simply done by limiting the sum until
converges; in other words, whenEn andFn tend to zero asn
goes toN21. Therefore, Eq.~6! can be rewritten as

(
n50

N21

fn~ x̃!@ j k̃yn~2En1Fn!#5g̃~ x̃!. ~13!

Here g̃(x) @Eq. ~6b!# has to be rewritten as
765Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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g̃~ x̃!5H n50
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Also, substituting the finite form of Eq.~12! to another
boundary condition, Eq.~7!, yields

(
n50

N21

fn~ x̃!@ j k̃yn~2Ene2 j k̃ynB̃y1Fnejk̃ynB̃y!#

52 j 2pr̃ c̃• f̃ ~ x̃!. ~15!

It is also noteworthy that thefn( x̃) and f̃ ( x̃) in Eqs.
~13! and~15! are prescribed; therefore, we have 2N number
of unknownsEn and Fn . Henceforth, 2N number of linear
algebraic equations are required to determine unknown c
ficients En and Fn . Applying the method of weighted
residual21 to Eqs.~13! and~15! provides the set of 2N linear
algebraic equations. If the approximate solution~a finite sum
instead of an infinite sum! exactly satisfies the boundary co
dition at ỹ50 and ỹ5B̃y , then Eqs.~13! and ~15! can be
rewritten as

E
0

B̃xS (
n50

N21

fn~ x̃!@ j k̃yn~2En1Fn!#2g̃~ x̃!Dwi~ x̃!dx̃50,

~16!

E
0

B̃xS (
n50

N21

fn~ x̃!@ j k̃yn~2Ene2 j k̃ynB̃y1Fnejk̃ynB̃y!#

1 j 2pr̃ c̃• f̃ ~ x̃!D hi~ x̃!dx̃50, ~17!

wherewi( x̃) andhi( x̃) are the weight functions that are d
fined in the range of 0< x̃<B̃x . It is noteworthy that Eq.
~16! essentially has 2L different integral intervals due to th
periodic absorptive strip arrangement. Therefore, if we ap
the weighting functionwi( x̃) into Eq.~16!, then we have 2L
linear algebraic equations. Those weighting functions, wh
are linearly independent, can be defined as

wi~ x̃!5sinS 2~ i 11!p

D
x̃D , i 50,1,2,̄ S N

2L
21D , ~18!

hi~ x̃!5e i cos~ k̃xix̃!, i 50,1,2,...~N21!, ~19!

wheree i is the same as that used in Eq.~11b!. In order to use
the orthogonal property of the eigenfunction when we cal
late Eq.~17!, hi( x̃) is written in the same form of eigenfunc
tion fn( x̃). Finally, solving the set of 2N linear algebraic
equations givesEn and Fn , which make the approximat
solution satisfy the boundary conditions atỹ50 and ỹ
5B̃y .

B. Accuracy of the approximate solution

The approximate solution, which is a truncated form
Eq. ~12!, has an error because it does not exactly satisfy
boundary conditions@Eqs. ~13! and ~15!#. Equation ~15!,
766 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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which expresses the boundary condition atỹ5B̃y , essen-
tially decomposes f̃ ( x̃) in terms of eigenfunctions
$fn( x̃)%n50

N21. Therefore, if we select the functionf̃ ( x̃) as a
combination of eigenfunctions$fn( x̃)%n50

N21, then it satisfies
the boundary condition atỹ5B̃y and we have an error only
on the absorptive side atỹ50. This error determines the
solution’s accuracy.

The error is defined in two different ways. One defin
tion evaluates the relative error due to the admittance
crepancy. That is,

b̄error5
1

0.5B̃xub inu
(
l 50

L21

E
l D̃

~ l 10.5!D̃
ub~ x̃!2b inudx̃, ~20!

whereb in is the given constant admittance andb( x̃) is the
admittance reconstructed based on the approximate solu
Therefore,b̄error refers to how well the approximate solution
compared tob in , satisfies the boundary condition on th
absorptive strip. It is important that Eq.~20! is applied only
to surfaces where absorptive strips are attached.

The other definition is for the error where no absorpti
strips are arranged. That is,

R̄error5
1

0.5B̃xuŨ0u
(
l 50

L21

E
~ l 10.5!D̃

~ l 11!D̃
uũy~ x̃!udx̃, ~21!

whereŨ0 is the given dimensionless source velocity mag
tude @i.e. u f̃ ( x̃)u] and ũy( x̃) is the reconstructed dimension
lessy-direction velocity on the rigid wall. Therefore,R̄error

refers to how well the approximate solution, compared to
source velocity magnitudeuŨ0u, satisfies the rigid wall con-
dition between absorptive strips. These two measures o
ror essentially evaluate the performances of the trunca
approximate solutions in two ways: one has to do with a
mittance and the other is related to the rigid boundary c
dition.

We now have a solution method and measures
evaluate how well the solution method works for the non
mensional mixed boundary value problem. Therefore,
next step is to find practical guidelines for quieting an enc
sure using the periodic absorptive strip arrangement.

IV. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETER STUDY

In order to determine the effect of a periodic absorpt
strip arrangement, the dimensionless mean acoustic pote
energy density of the entire cross section, which is illustra
in Fig. 2, is evaluated while changing the absorptive stri
arrangement period but while preserving the constraint
Eq. ~2!. As explained, the constraint of Eq.~2! means that the
total area of the absorptive material is fixed as a constan

In order to investigate the effect of the cross sectio
shape, the side length ratiod(5By /Bx) is introduced. Then,
Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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for d50.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 the effect of the arrangem
period change is investigated for each. The area of the c
section, for eachd, is considered to be 1<Ã<100, where
Ã5B̃xB̃y . Consequently,Ã means the dimensionless ar
that is normalized byl2. It is also noteworthy that the lengt
ratio d can be any positive value for the same areaÃ. The
total number of the basis functions of Eq.~12! is selected in
such a way as to make the solution sufficiently accurate
considers computational capability, namely,N5800. The
source side velocityf̃ ( x̃), to make a numerical evaluatio
simple, is defined as a constant~i.e, f̃ ( x̃)50.001). There
can be many possible choices for selecting the admittanc
the absorptive material. However, the specific acoustic
mittance of the absorptive strip is defined asb51 ~i.e., as an
impedance matching boundary condition!. This choice maxi-
mizes the absorption difference between the absorptive
and the rigid wall so that we can clearly observe the effec
the periodic arrangement.

A. Cost function and parameters

The cost function, which depends on the absorptive m
terial arrangement change, is defined as the dimension
mean acoustic potential energy densityẽp . Specifically, the
cost functionẽp of an entire rectangular cross section with
normalized area ofÃ, using the truncated approximate sol
tion of Eq. ~12!, can be defined as

ẽp5
1

4Ãr̃ c̃2 E0

B̃yE
0

B̃xu p̃~ x̃,ỹ!u2dx̃ dỹ

5
1

4Ãr̃ c̃2 (
n50

N21 F B̃y~ uEnu21uFnu2!

12E
0

B̃y
Re~En* Fnej 2k̃ynỹ!dỹG , ~22!

where* is the complex conjugate. This means that the to
dimensionless acoustic potential energy is divided by the
mensionless area: an average acoustic potential density i
rectangular cross section.

The parameters are a dimensionless variableÃ that re-
fers to a normalized room volume of a unit length in thez
direction, and a dimensionless integer variableL(5Bx /D)
that refers to the number of absorptive strips on the abs
tive side at ỹ50. The largerL is, for a constantBx , the
smaller is the absorptive strip’s arrangement periodD. It is
significant that a nonintegerL violates the constraint of Eq
~2!. On the contrary, integer values ofL mean that the tota
usage of absorptive materials is always half of an absorp
area defined aty50, independent of the arrangement peri
D change.

B. Results and discussion

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the cost functionẽp varia-
tion for d50.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, respectively. Here,
periodic arrangement change is represented byL, i.e., by the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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number of absorptive strips ony50. In Figs. 3–7, the nor-
malized acoustic potential energy density levelEL is defined
as

EL510 log10S ẽp

ẽpo
D , ~23!

where ẽpo meansẽp when the absorptive material totall
covers the plane aty50. Therefore, in the case ofẽpo , the
total absorptive material usage is double that of the perio
arrangement. Due to the constraint of Eq.~2!, regardless of
the period change, the periodic arrangement covers only
of the plane aty50. In order to determine the efficiency o
the periodic arrangement with respect to an extreme case
acoustic potential energy density is normalized byẽpo . Also,
there are additional contour lines ofEL50 in Figs. 3–7,
which make it easy to find where the region hasẽp that is
smaller thanẽpo .

Figure 3 shows the case ofd50.01, in whichEL varia-
tion is a function ofÃ andL (1<Ã<100 and 1<L<20). In
Fig. 3~b!, zero level contour lines divide the result into tw
regions: the darker region ofEL.0 and the brighter region

FIG. 3. Normalized acoustic potential energy density levelEL variation as
the function of bothÃ andL whend50.01.
767Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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of EL,0. The region ofEL,0 proves that as long as th
sound field is not a case of resonance, a periodic arrange
can be more efficient than a fully covered case. Even tho
the difference fromẽpo is not large, the regions ofEL,0 are
distinctly observed. Dark bands in Fig. 3, which mean hig
EL , are shown near the case ofBy /l5n/2, wheren is a
nonzero integer. This corresponds to the case in which
side lengthBy of the enclosure is in integer multiples of ha
wavelengths, i.e., resonances. In order to observe the e
of a D/l change in the periodic absorptive material arran
ment, three dash–dotted lines of constantD/l are added to
Fig. 3. Here,D/l means the ratio between the absorpt
strip arrangement period and the wavelength. It is a
noteworthy thatL and Ã have a quadratic relation ofÃ
5d•(D/l)2

•L2. Therefore, the relations of constantD/l
516, 8, 4, and 2 are expressed as individual quadratic cu
in Fig. 3. Here, Fig. 3 does not show explicitly any depe
dency ofEL on theD/l change. However, in the consecutiv
evaluations ofd50.1, 1, 10, and 100, we can observe th
D/l is a major parameter on theEL variation.

Figure 4 depicts the case ofd50.1. This case is simila

FIG. 4. Normalized acoustic potential energy density levelEL variation as
the function of bothÃ andL whend50.1.
768 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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to that in Fig. 3 as the region ofEL,0 and the darker band
of the resonance region are again observed. Unlike Fig
however, due to the change ofd, there are a greater numbe
darker bands and a region ofEL,0 appears between them
Specifically, due to the enlargedd, for the same range ofÃ,
the domain ofBy is increased but the domain ofBx is de-
creased. In addition, Fig. 4 clearly shows the dependency
theD/l change. The dash-dotted lines ofD/l52 andD/l51,
which are different from Fig. 3, break the regions ofEL

,0. This result assures that the ratio of the arrangem
period to the wavelength, i.e.D/l, affects the variation of the
acoustical potential energy density.

Next, in Fig. 5, which showsd51 ~i.e, a square cross
section!, the number of darker bands is greater and the reg
of EL,0 is denser than in Figs. 3 and 4, but the overall tre
is similar to that in Fig. 4. The lines ofD/l52 andD/l51
break the region ofEL,0, and the region betweenD/l52
andD/l51 seems to be a transition region. In addition, co
pared to Figs. 3 and 4, Fig. 5 shows more distinctly theEL

dependency onD/l. The line ofD/l51 acts as a borderline
that divides the variation trend ofEL . The region where
D/l,1, the overallEL variation due toL change regardles

FIG. 5. Normalized acoustic potential energy density levelEL variation as
the function of bothÃ andL whend51.
Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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of Ã converges to some constant value. WhetherÃ is reso-
nance or not, this stable condition is applied in the same w

Figure 6 shows the case ofd510 and has a similar re
sult. Even though the region ofEL,0 is denser than the cas
of d51, the line ofD/l51 divides theEL variation as in Fig.
5. As explained in Fig. 4, the larger isd, the longer isBy .
Therefore, compared to the case of the smallerd, more reso-
nance lines are observed in the same range of 1<Ã<100.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the case whered5100. In this
case, as depicted in Fig. 7~b!, all the evaluation cases corre
spond whereD/l,1. As a result, except for the region ne
L51, the variation ofEL converges rapidly. The consecutiv
results of Figs. 5–7 stress that two conditions should be
isfied to makeẽp less thanẽpo through the periodic absorp
tive material arrangement: the sound field should not be re
nance, and the ratio should beD/l,1/2.

The accuracy of Figs. 3–7 is evaluated by Eqs.~20! and
~21!. Table I shows mean errors for the five different cases
d50.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100. The range of the admitta
boundary condition reconstruction error is 1.4310202

<b̄errorImean<2.3310202, and the range of the rigid wal

FIG. 6. Normalized acoustic potential energy density levelEL variation as
the function of bothÃ andL whend510.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 2, February 2005
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boundary condition reconstruction error is 2.1310202

<R̄errorImean<2.9310202. Therefore, max(b̄errorImean) is 2.3%
and max(R̄errorImean) is 2.9%. These errors are assumed to
acceptable.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study we focus on how the periodic absorpti
strip arrangement affects an interior sound field’s me
acoustic potential energy density. Specifically, throughou

FIG. 7. Normalized acoustic potential energy density levelEL variation as
the function of bothÃ andL whend5100.

TABLE I. Mean admittance and rigid wall bondary condition reconstructi
error for five different cross sectional shapes with side ratiod50.01, 0.1, 1,
10, and 100, respectively.

d b̄errorImean R̄errorImean

0.01 2.33 10202 2.93 10202

0.1 2.23 10202 2.93 10202

1 1.53 10202 2.03 10202

10 1.53 10202 2.13 10202

100 1.43 10202 2.13 10202
769Park et al.: Effect of a periodic absorptive strip arrangement
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parameter study for five different cross sectional shapes
side ratios ofd50.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, the relation b
tween the ratioD/l of the arrangement period to the wav
length and the enclosure’s mean acoustic potential en
density ẽp is investigated. Also, in order to determine th
efficiency of the periodic absorptive strip arrangement, ev
ẽp of the periodic arrangement is compared to a case
which the surface was fully covered by strips. As a result,
parameter study shows that the sound absorption pe
mance is not simply a function of how much absorptive m
terial is used. It demonstrates that the periodic absorp
strip arrangement is more efficient, if the frequency of int
est is not one of the room’s resonance frequencies and if
ratio of the arrangement periodD to wavelengthl is less
than 0.5, i.e.D/l,1/2. On the contrary, at resonance,ẽp of
the periodic arrangement is always larger than in the tot
covered case.
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